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Fofil. Martin Break Ground For Center
BV FAWN (DNI.KY
News Kditor
"Ladies and 'gentlemen, we
don't just break ground today
for a structure.
We break
ground in the hope of eventually
achieving a more secure
soceity," commented Governor
Wendell Ford, yesterday
•

•

,

-
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morning at the ground breaking
ceremonies for Eastern's
newest addition, a Law
Enforcement and Traffic Safety
Center.
The Governor was joined in
the ceremony by Eastern
president, Dr. Robert R.
Martin, Eastern's Board of
Regents, leaders in Eastern's

Law Enforcement program and
other Eastern officials.
The ceremony was held at the
construction site, one-half mile
south of the Eastern by-pass on
U.S. 52.
Governor Ford said that
Eastern "should be commended
for integrating it (the law enforcement Droaram) into the

overall academic program."
He also said the "the contribution already made in law
enforcement education at
Eastern merits consideration,"
with thirteen per cent of the
total enrollment at Eastern
majoring in law enforcement.
During his speech, the
Governor recognized that there

■-.■•
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DR. MARTIN addresses the crowd that assembled yesterday
morning to watch the ground-breaking ceremony for Eastern's
new LEN-Traffic Safety Complex. Among the people present

were Governor Wendell Ford, Eastern's Board of Regents, and
leaders of Eastern's LEN programs.
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BY KKTSKY BK1.1Feature Kditor
"We try to do the same thing
as a personnel, department."
said Herb Vescio in explaining
the duties of the financial
assistance department on
campus.
Vesciostated that this year
Eastern was appropriated 1.9
million dollars for five
programs;
those
being.
National Direct loans, formerly
known as National Defense
1*0118. Educational Opportunity
l<oans. College Work Study
program and Law Enforcement
and Nursing Scholarships. He
added that 112,000 dollars was
appropriated for grants which
is money that students never
have to repay.
"All grants and federal
scholarships are designed for
exceptional needy students."
explained Vescio. He said that
applications for assistance are
determined in three ways;
parent's income, number of
children in family, assets of
family and parental contribution toward education.
Vescio explained "if parental
contribution is less than (>25
dollars then the student is
considered exceptionally
needy."
The G-I bill is also operated
by the financial assistance
office. Vescio said that there

students Sign Statements
Vescio said that the student
must sign a notorized statement
that money will be used for
direct educational expenses.
He said that if this is violated
that it could result in five years
in prison and or 10.000 dollar
fine. He added that it would
also be grounds for denying
future assistance. ■
In placing students in jobs.
Vescio explained that those
placed first are those students
who made out applications last
year dr during the summer. He
said that those students who
have a packaged financial plan
which is a grant, loan and job
are also considered first.
Vescio said. "There is also a
target group we must assist.
These are students whose

family income is 3,000 dollars or
below and one child, 4,000
dollars with two children and
4,700 dollars with three
children." He added"once the
target group is taken care of
then other eligible students are
placed."
Positions available for
students are clerical, counselors, receptionists, lab
assistants, cafeteria workers,
and maintenance workers.
Vescio said that each department is given student employment budget for both work
study and institutional employment. He said that they try
to place students within that
budget.
Some students as Vescio
explained continue to work for
the same department year after
year. He said that off campus
positions are
sometimes
acquired through the financial
assistance office. Vescio explained that most of the off
campus employment is attained
during the summer. He said
that during the academic year
companies and businesses
throughout Richmond contact
the office for employees. "We
sometimes place aS many as 100
students a semester in off
campus employment."

on campus. He said however
that he was not sure what it
would be yet.
Given Ten Years
All students with loans, loans
with the exception of federally
insured loans (those loans
obtained through banks), are
given ten years to pay back.
Vesico said that The National
Direct, Nursing and Federally
Insured loans have a grace
period of nine months before the
'student must begin reimbursement and the grace period
for Law Enforcement loans is
six months.
Vescio said that he is never
satisfied with the amount of
money
appropriated
for
financial assistance. "No one is
ever satisfied. It seems like we

"Happiness Is" 15 Finalists
The 15 Homecoming Queen
finalists were elected yesterday
as :i,037 students cast ballots for
the queen candidates.
Chosen as finalists were:
Frances Adams, Chemistry
Club; Becky Bailey, Veterans
Club; Debbie Begley, Palmer
Hall: Linda Bertram, Women's
Interdorm Council; Aharon
Bodner. Martin Hall; and Noi
Chairavanond.
International
Student Union.
Susan Childers, Telford Hall;
Candv Clay. Gymnastics;
Melinda Ann Hall. Case Hall;
Cindy Hopkins. Beta Omicron
Gamma; Marguerite Irvin.
Black Student Union. Kathy
'Lane. Baptist Student Union.
Shellev Lueders. Freshman
Class." Shelley McConkey.
Sullivan. Hall; and Teresa
Witeon^Keene Hair ^
■

Raise To Take Affect

Vescio said that the minimum
wage raise will also take affect

uKtk pj?ce yesterday. There
will be three, judges for the
Queen conies! and three judges
for the floaj competition. The
queen will be crowned at the
Murray-Eastern game. October
2H.
Homecoming weekend will be
started Friday night. October
27. with the Roberta Flack
concert in Alumni Coliseum.

Eastern Student Dies;

always have more people than projection you can and allocate
money." He said that last year that money." He also said that
approximately three hundred some students given loans
-|TT
1 •'--'J-L■ 1 j»rt
students went without aid. He during the summer fail to ^,
QiiDp
C
TIKI lOWll
explained that in all programs return to school and this delays (
V>4 €X UC
except College Work Study, giving other*students loans.
money which is not used cannot
Garnet! Simpson, Jr., a 19- concert at approximately 10
Vescio explained that the
be carried over to the next year. biggest proMeni, is students year-old Eastern sophomore p.m. and found him in a
"We have to return money that who have previously received majoring in accounting, was semiconsious state.
Mouth-to-mouth resuscitation
we do not use." He said that last loans and forget to apply for dead oh arrival at the Pattie A.
and
oxygen were administered
year Law Enforcement and following year. "They fail to Clay Hospital last Thursday
to
revive
Simpson in the room,
Educational Opportunity realize that they have to apply night.
according
to Donald Feltner,
budgets were "spent to the for the next year for conThe cause of death has not
Vice
President
for Public Afpenny."
sideration of their parent's been determined, pending
fairs
but
city
officials said
One problem encountered in income. He added that str .ents results of an autopsy ordered by
II and died en
financial assistance as Vescio wanting assistance for .econd Madison County Coroner, Jack Simpson bee.
route to the hospital.
explains is that some grants are semester should apply by the Turpin.
Memorial services were held
Simpson's roommate,
not appropriated soon enough.
first of December and those
Monday
at the Chapel of
wanting assistance for next fall Thomas Marshall returned to
Money Not Received
^__^_
Todd Hall from a campus Meditation.
should apply by April first.
"Some times you do not get the
money till after school starts.
You have to just make the best

Homecoming Committee Will
Enforce Clean-Up Fines
, iu- on -1 ,
■**
AU Moats must be finished by;
- men- \VJII !£_ .,..»^
£
ti p.m. on Friday. Floats will
-•*» U» *o .units, including,25 floats,
five bands, and 15 candidates in leave the warehouse at 8:30
the llonjpcoming parade. a.in..-Saturday morning, to line
\.
Saturday morning. October 28. up for the parade.
Organizations will be fined
Floats will be constructed at
the Home Warehouse No. 2 on 110. according to the Cominittee. if the float construction
the corner of Third and Walnut
The warehouse will be open and .parking~"arcas are not
from 3:30 p.m. to 11:30 p.m. cleaned up by 3 p.m.. Sunday.
Sunday through Thursday of October 29.

Photo by Larry Bailey

DR ROBERT R. Martin and Governor Wendell Ford cut a
Kentucky shaped cake after they broke ground yesterday
morning for a new Law Enforcement-Traffic Safety Complex.
The $6.9 million complex will be located to the left of Lancaster
Road approximately one-half mile from the Eastern by-pass.

Financial Assistance Offers Employment Services
were
approximately
800
veterans receiving aid. "This
includes war orphan loans
also."
As far as falsified applications are concerned,
Vescio said that few students
give fraudulent information on
their applications. "We have a
> scale on income tax which is
checked with the information on
the application.
If the information does not check within
a two percent range then we
send the application to the
Atlanta offices for further
checking."

few weeks, there had been some
doubt as to whether the Eastern
law enforcement program
might be impaired as a result of
the Crane report, a study by Dr.
Robert Crane, professor of
social and criminal justice at
Sangamon (Illinois) State
University.
The report indicated that
Eastern
should
become
responsible only for regional
instruction in law enforcement
and that the Universities of
Louisville and Kentucky should
become the state's centers for
(Continued On Page Nine)
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"Photo by Dan Quigg
AN EASTERN student tries to make up his mind about who to
vote for in yesterdays Homecoming Queen and mock
presidential elections. Students were provided with an opportunity to vote for the final 15 Queen candidates and to choose
between President Nixon and Senator George McGovern for the
presidency.

-■■_.:.;.-
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present the new queen with a
crown and the traditional
presidential kiss.
Due to the death of Miss
Marie Covington, the 1971
Homecoming Queen, there will
be no passing of the crown from
the reigning queen to the
winner.
The first "Covington Cup" in
honor of Marie will be presented
to the new queen and will go on
display in the University
Center %

and "67 will reunite during the
weekend, and the* Home
Economics Department and
Wesley Foundation will serve as
hosts for returnees.
Roberta Flack will perform in
concert at Alumni Coliseum on
the Friday night prior to
Homecoming. The 15 finalists
will be presented in evening
gowns just before the concert
begins.
Dr. Robert R. Martin,
president of Eastern, will

Republicans Capture
Student's Mock Votes
Yesterdays mock election
Schmilz-Anderson, American
drew 2.717 students ourtp vote Party, $6; Sppck-Hobson,
, on Presidential 3nd Vice Peoples' Pfcrty, 8; Rall-Jyner,

5 a d en
rl.ifo'.:::.to _-.;
Ai..--~i*iJ*»wm£F?
,
. " J '
vole oo. senatorial ness-Pulley, Socialist Workers

The theme ior the 1972
. candidates.
Homecoming, is "Happiness
The Nixon-Agne'w Republican
Is.'*. Final preparations are ticket'carried the Presidential
presently being made. Some 25 vote with a total of 1870 votes,
floats and live bands, including
followed by McGovern-Shriver
the Marching Maroons will be
1
featured in the Saturday Democratic ticket with B05.
The votes for other party
parade.
candidates was as follows:
The graduating class of '62

-

t

hi the senatorial race, N
the Republican candidate won,
over Democrat Huddleston t67
votefrtflW votes Hartley of the
Peoples Parl> nctte
'«'*•
:,nd Breeden of the American
Parlv
« ■■«•• received II.
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We Hnn't. Want To Raise A Stink.

.But Ask Porter To Stop Theirs
Eastern is continuing to hold its nose
as the H.K. Porter Plant sticks its nose
high into the air disregarding our
pitiful pleas. Apparently the Porter
people can tolerate the nausiating stink
the plant emits, but Eastern prefers
not to. We've said this before, but with
little result.
The problem is not new, but in fact
quite old. Seniors have known it since
they were freshmen, regretting the
odor didn't graduate in the spring of
that year. But it lingers, often for hours
in the night air-and even inside dorm
rooms.
In March of 1971 The Progress undertook a three-part study of the
Porter Plant. We reviewed its
operation, and the fact that Richmond
begged the plant to locate here. Porter
admitted the problem existed, and
said:
"A year from now (or, the spring of
1972) the situation will be very much
improved and will not be a subject for
complaint."
Late in the fall of 1971 The Progress
editorial reminded Porter that Eastern
was still plagued by the problem and
we remembered their promise. Porter
was offended by our comments.

Smooth talking plant manager Jack
Black gave the student paper a guided
tour of the plant, noting its internal
operation improved and cleaner.
Then came the clincher. A rig on the
Porter roof was going to mix a perfume
with the odor as it passed from the
plant. So the solution was this: instead
of gagging on the stink, we will whiff
scents resembling those in a cosmetic
section of a drug store.
The Progress writer climbed atop
the Porter roof and photographed the
contraption designed to take the smell
away by mixing a good smell with it.
We published another news story
noting the plant's re-interaction of
their earlier promise. Then we waited.
And we're still waiting...and waiting.
Spring of 1972 came along with the odor
blossoming with the flowers. But the
smell was not quite like the flowers.
Now this fall our patience (and
noses) are getting quite a test.
The facts speak with frankness:
either Porter made a bad guess or they
simply lied to us. Concern was expressed by the paper and local
leadership; Porter nodded, but the
problem is still very much with us.
Robert Johnson, the third Porter
manager in three years, was a bit too

busy to talk to The Progress this week.
The word on down the line is that the
plant is still working on the problem.
The gear on the roof apparently is not
quite doing what they hoped it would.
The annual Porter payroll is substantial. It means a great deal to the
279 employees. The Porter product,
brake lining, is vital to car production.
And, remember, we asked them to
come here.
So it might be called "biting the hand
that feeds you" to ask Porter to shape
up. But since we're being spoon fed
through the nose, such a request
appears very much in order.
The Progress doesn't want to raise a
big stink. We simply ask Porter to stop
raising theirs.

"Preposterous! Why, If We (wheeze!) Complied, We'd Be (gasp!) J&
Bankrupt! You (snort!) Do-Gooders Are Just(cough!)
/.£*
Trying to Choke off Industry in This Communityr . * • • w

LEN Complex Fulfills A Vision
Safety Center only a week after the
Kentucky Council on Public Higher
Education approved the complex.
During the past several weeks the
future of Eastern's LEN program was
not clear. A consultants report for the
Kentucky
Crime
Commission
recommended the curtailment of our
program and the • development of law
enforcement programs at the
University of Kentucky, University of
Louisville, and Western.
The report stirred public opinion
locally to such an extent that hard
hitting editorials appeared in the
papers and resolutions were passed
which supported the program in its
totality and urged that Eastern be
allowed to continue its role as the

Wednesday, October 18, 1972 was a
bleak, cool day, but for Eastern it was
one of the brightest days in the school's
history.
In a cornfield on the campus'
southern boundary ground was broken
by Governor Wendell Ford for the $6.9
million Law Enforcement-Traffic

Owners Up In Arms

Bike Racks May Solve Problem
penalized. The action which is being

What will we do with the bicycles on
campus? Bicycle-owning students
were up in arms this week when Safety
and Security placed warning notices on
their bikes.
The content of the notice warned
students that bicycles will not be
permitted to be chained and locked to
any fence, shrubbery, pole or tree on
campus. The meaning could be taken
that no bicycles will be on campus
because as of now there are no bike
racks or other places on campus to
park them.
The bicycle owners are put into a bad
situation because if they don't keep
them locked up at night chances are
they may not be then the next morning
and if they do lock them up at night (or
any time for that matter) Security will
do their thing. And reports have it that
Security will cut the chains apart.
So, as of now bicycle owners have no
safe place to park their bikes.
A committee is now studying the
bicycle situation and bike racks have
been asked for, by Student Association

President Chuck Kelhoffer. Perhaps
the current developments- will hasten
the committee's action and some aid
will come to the bicycle and its owner.
But until something is done about the
situation students should not be

taken now is unfair. Many of the
bicycles owned by students are expensive and that makes them target
for thieves and vandals. TThere has to
be some safe place to keep them.
Bike racks located around campus
dormitories and convenient to
classroom buildings would be the most
logical solution. Besides giving
students a designated place to park the
bikes the appearance around dorms
would be much better than it is now
with bicycles chained to every permanent object.
If the idea of bike racks or some
other reasonable solution is not
reached then the problem of having
bicycles inside dormitories may arise
because Eastern students are not going
to leave expensive equipment unprotected.
After this problem is cleared up then
we can turn to the task of deciding
where the bikes may be ridden, or to
look at it another way, where
pedestrians will walk.

Wife
Dear Editor:
Wasn't the weekend of the 14th disgusting? It
became very obvious last weekend that the
University, the community, and the student body
have little concern for Eastern being labeled a
"suitcase college."
Sure, everyone was informed that there would
be an electrical outage. We were told to "make
necessary preparation" or in other words "go
home." It seems the power company could have
picked a more suitable weekend, such as a threeday weekend.
Maybe the University can answer this
question. Why was the Powell Building, the

leader in law enforcement programs.
We commend the Governor and the
Council on Public Higher Education for
recognizing Eastern's program as a
necessity and with the approval of the
complex, EKU's role in national and
statewide leadership will certainly
continue in prominent fashion.
Eastern was the pioneer in
educational programs for law enforcement in Kentucky and has been
nationally recognized since 1966 when
47 students enrolled in its first
programs.
•
When the complex is completed the
vision of the past three years will have
been reached and th foundation for a
new era in Eastern's educational role
will be firm.

OH
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center of campus on weekends, closed on
Saturday night? Why weren't the students who
stayed here informed earlier of the closure.
It is disheartening to see Eastern's mature
student body desert the campus every weekend
in favor of seeing their parents. Let's hope
sometime soon that this school will open it's
eyes. Actions of this sort on a campus of
Eastern's size are uncalled for.
Respectfully,
George Stewart
Commonwealth Hall
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'Pollution' Play Sparks Success
BY PATRICIA DOT80N
Fine Arts Reporter

The EKU Drama Department
'opened its 1972-73 season with Henrik
(Ibsen's An Enemy of the People. Dr.
IRichard Benson, chairman of the
\Speech and Drama Dept., directed this
Nearly realistic ecological drama. The
i audience was large and apparently
enjoyed this first offering.
■

i—.

Ceramics Exhibit
Is At Cammack

it •

"Functional Ceramics" is the theme
currently being featured in the
Cammack Art Gallery at Eastern.
Included in the ceramics display are
such types of pottery as Stone Ware,
Raku (pottery originally designed for
Japanese tea ceremonies) and Salt
Glaze, which, according to Philip
Harris, "is a more traditional and
economic type of pottery." *
Harris, in describing his definition of
"functional ceramics." feels "any
piece of art isfunctionalinit's own way,
regardless of whether it is utilitarian or
just simply used for decoration.
However, he added, that in order to
meet the requirements for the
Gallery's definition of "Functional
Ceramics" the Pottery has to be able to
hold something or be a container."
Potters who are displaying their
works include; Fred Shepard, the
assistant professor at Murray State
Universtiy, Walter Hylick, instructor
in Ceramics and Design at Berea, Jim
Cantrell, practicing potter in Bardstown, and John Eden, Potter in
Resident, at Berea Colege.
Except for Hyleck's Raku pottery,
the remainder of the exhibit is for
purchase. Price values range from 12
to 200 dollars.

The surface plot is relatively simple;
the theme is multitudinal rather like a
prism so that every time you look at it,
you see a different angle.
The plot centers around Dr. Thomas
Stockman, director of the Kirsten
Springs. Stockman is an idealist, a
dreamer. Several years before Stockman had developed the idea of building
the Springs for sick people to come to
for help.
The doctor has recently discovered
that the Springs are being polluted so
he tries to convince his brother, who is
mayor of the town, that the Springs
need to be temporarily closed for
repairs. The mayor refuses as the
Springs have become financially
successful to the town.
Dr. Stockman attempts to have an
article printed in the newspaper but
soon discovers the town is against him.
He calls a town meeting but is not
allowed to even mention the Springs.
Instead he delivers a fiery speech
against the blindess of the townspeople.
Stockman is branded an enemy of the
people by his brother and friends.
A new day dawns as Stockman and
his family prepare to leave for
America. People of the town have
thrown rocks at his house, both Stockman and his daughter have been 1 fired1
from their jobs,, his sons mocked,
jeered and beaten and the family is
being evicted from their home. Stockman is given one last chance to retract
his statements but he refuses and tells
his family that they're staying. As he
says, "But remember nowy everybody.
You arefightingfor the truth and that's
why you're alone. And that makes you
strong-We're the strongest people in
the world...And the strong must learn
to be lonely."
The cast was in general quite
professional and there were several
outstanding performances.
One of the more exceptional players
was Bob Gray who had the role of Dr.
Stockman. Gray gave thecharacter a

Law Enforcement Crisis

depth and compassion and idealism in
what might be considered a difficult
role. Gray's impressive height and
powerful voice dominated the play.
Phillip Stewart made his debut on
Eastern's stage hi the role of Peter
Stockman. Perhaps the most outstanding in the play, Stewart's
gestures and voice was Stockman.
Domineering, forceful persuasive,
Stewart in his role was all these things
and more.
The role of Mrs. Stockman was
played by another newcomer, Debbie
Burris. Miss Burris fit the part
physically and for the most part
vocally although at times her gestures
became stilted and fixed.
In minor roles, two people in partcular stood out, Allen Pensol as
Aslaksen and Danny Browning as the
Drunk played their parts to the hilt.
Their mannerisms, their characterizations were both funny and
memorable.
Special mention should be made of
Edmund Benson and Richard
Helnohoffer who played Dr. Stockman's children.
0
Sets under the direction of Mr.
Robinson were well done and furthered
the mood of the play. The only regret is
that the cast didn't make as much use
of the set as was possible.
Costumes generally suited the
characters but we could discern no
particular style or period as being
emphasized. Rather there was a
conglomeration of styles.
The play showed many* things;
pollution, the corruption of politics, the
moral duty and honor that a few men
feel, freedom of the press without fear
of pressures, the conflict between
democracy and authority by a few, and
the conflict between the individual
thinker and the blind follower.
It was a thought provoking yet entertaining evening, a tribute to Dr.
Benson and the entire cast and crew.
Hopefully more successes shall follow.

9

'Police In Trouble Writes Author Ahern
In order to save the* local police
departments of the nation,author-police
chief James F. Ahern feels a need to
turn the stationhouseupside down. Law
enforcement in America has reached a
stage of crisis, as Ahern sees it.
Ahern begins the tour of his
profession by taking the reader into the
squad car and out on the beat, just as
he himself began in the field as a rookie
I patrolman in 1954. He makes a sizable
effort to expose all the problems of the
cop (cop being a term he uses freely).
The author has had his share of
struggle in recent years. May Day,
1970, thousands of protestors arrived in
New Haven, Connecticut for the trial of
Black Panther chairman Bobby Seale
andhis associates. Ahern was head of
the New Haven Police.
And when New Haven remained
calm, Ahern rose to fame. He served
on the Presidential Commission on
Campus Unrest that studied the
murders of students at Kent State and
Jackson State Universities. Ahern was
outspoken on those tragedies, believing
that badly conceived law enforcement

A seminary graduate, does not
hesitate to get right down to the guts of
police work, and feels '"no one outside
the policemen's closed ■ fraternity
knows the cop."
Every law enforcement student at
Eastern should pick up this book to
read the description Ahern gives of the
young police officer. The cop's life is
apparently one of extreme frustration,
mistrust, and corruption. Regardless
of its total validity, it might provide
new insight on the job for the would-be
cop.

Scots Flick Hits EKU Campus
Packed with the romance, violence,
imaginations and tragedy of a colorful
period of British history that has in- •
trigued the world for centuries, Hal
Wallis' Technicolor and Panavision
production for Universal release,
"Mary, Queen of Scots," plays this
week at the campus flick. It stars
Vanessa Redgrave, Academy Award
Winner (1970) Glenda Jackson, Patrick
McGoohan, Timothy Dalton and Nigel
Davenport and co-stars Trevor
Howard, Daniel Massey and Ian Holm.
For this production, Wallis, whose
films have been nominated for 132
Academy Awards and have won 32
Oscars in more than four decades of
producing, reteamed the director,
writer and costume designer of his
highly successful "Anne of the
Thousand Days." John Hale, as he did
on the previous movie, wrote the
original screenplay for "Mary, Queen
of Scots." In some ways the new film is
an extension of the former one; The
Virgin Queen, playefl by Miss Jackson,
was Anne Boleyn's. ten-year old
daughter whose walk away from the

This book is not written lightly and
cannot be taken so. It is shockingly
convincing-thepolice are in trouble. All
of us can help, regardless of our
majors.
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Miss Jackson, who won her Oscar as
best actress for "Women in Love," was
a memorable Queen Elizabeth in the
BBC-TV series, "Elizabeth R," which
was shown on U.D. Educational TV
recently. In "Mary, Queen of Scots,"
she is able to flesh out that role even
further. She ha«*>een seen recently as
Tchaikowsky's tormented wife in "The
Music Lovers," and in "Sunday, Boody
Sunday."
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NOT ONLY WlfcL YOU WIN ONE OF OUR GREAT PIZZAS, BUT
YOU'LL HAVE THE CHANCE TO WIN A TRIP^O THE SUPER
BOWlr ON JANUAFTtM;i873j»«*
THIS WEEK'S CONTEST ENDS MONDAY. OCTOBER 23. 197Z.

-camera ended the former motion
picture. Charles Jarrott, who was a
director of British television shows,
was selected by Wallis to make his
theatrical film debut in "Anne of the
Thousand Days." "Mary, Queen of
Scots" is in the same tradition, and is
his second theatrical feature.
Vanessa Redgrave, in the title role of
Mary Stuart, had previously essayed
Isadora Duncan in Universal's "The
Loves of Isadora," which many critics
hailed as a tour-de-force. Recently she
has starred in "The Trojan Women,"
"Drop Out" and Ken Russell's "The
Devils."

GOLDEN RULE

MOSDAV NIGHT CX TOBtR :.'
MINNESOTA VIKINGS

—

ecological drama Enemy of the People
which played last week at Model High
School.

9

Not to bypass the major issues in law
enforcement Ahern examines the
F.B.I., ponders the use of National
Guard troops in handling disorders,
analyzes the judiciary, and even
probes the legalization of marijuana.

But Ahern would probably applaud
Eastern and our 1400 law enforcement
studentsfor the role the Universty plays
and the job our graduates will one day
do in the area of public protection and
service.
Money is wonderful for a police
department, and modern equipment
is indeed helpful. But the attitudes,
procedures, and policies of thedepartmerit are the real matters to deal with.

HEREWE see Gary Lawrence, Debbie
Burris, Bob Wray, Jay Linder and
Carol Cole in a scene from the

Hopefully, Eastern is getting to the
heart of the crisis through perceptive
instruction. Our educated, well
rounded LEN graduates could turn
things around for the troubled
profession of law.
Ahern's discussion of city politics
and its effects on police is rather
sickening. Not that the author's style is
weak-thewritingis of high caliber and
bursts with strength-but the inevitable
association of politicians and cops only
makes for a bad police department.
(LEN majors-don't miss this chapter!)

practices resulted in the senseless
studentdeaths.

VOL KOIIKRT BABBAGK
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New Administrative Interns
Will "Be Learning By Doing

Student Association Reviews
Increase In Grill Food Prices
1

BY JOHN NELSON
Staff Writer

Nominee. Appointed to this
position was Kristie Landis. a
sophomore from Pleasant Hill,
Ohio.
After much confusion and
controversy over the agenda of
Student Senate meetings, the
Senate meeting was informally
adjourned and a Student
Association meeting was held.
The first point of discussion
was the policy of weekly room
inspection. In explaining this
problem, Chuck Kelhoffer
stated that the university is
legally able to carry out this
practice because the students
had "signed their rights away
on the housing contract."
The question was then raised
as to whether or not the contract
itserT was legal. Kelhoffer
promised to look into this
matter but said, "The students

.

Robert Gray, a senior drama
major, was sworn in as the new
chief justice of the Student
Court at the Student Senate
meeting Tuesday night.
Old business included the
passage of a motion proposed at
the last meeting by Lee
Edgington. The motion was
stated as follows:
"I move that the Student
Senate send a letter to
President Martin, with copies
sent to the Dean of Men, Dean of
Women, and Dr. Myers,
requesting
that
women
graduate students no longer be
required to live in MillerBeckman-McCreary Halls."
The only new business was
selecting a Student Court

Walk-A-Thon,Cycle-Thon
Net $1350 ForCulbertson,
Retarded
an Eastern student
The five-and-one-half hour
Cycle-thon, Walk-a-thon held
Sunday in Richmond resulted in
a total of $1350 for the state's
retarded children.. The money
will be given to the Kentucky
Association for Retarded
Children
(KARC), the cosponsor with Beta Theta Pi
fraternity in the event.

with $309.50. Pi Kappa Alpha
fraternity was the leading
fraternity donator. Many Richmond stores were cycle-thon
sponsors.
The M.P.'s helped with the
control
of traffic
and
McDonalds and Coca-Cola
provided food and refreshments
for the riders.
KD's will receive a plaque for
the greatest total number of
miles ridden and Madison High
School will receive one for the
greatest number of participants
in the event.
Don Elliot, a Beta Theta Pi in
charge of the committee for the
Cycle-thon, stated that "it was
really a great thing to see"
especially since "the local
association only expected a
result of $300."

Some participants in the
Cycle-thon were Kappa Delta,
Kappa Delta Tau, Alpha
Gamma Delta, and Chi Omega
sororities. Beta Theta Pi, Delta
Upsilon, and Pi Kappa Alpha
fraternities, Little Colonels, and
various Eastern and Richmond
students.
Some of the biggest "milers"
were Tom Knight, an Eastern
student who rode 100 miles, KD
"sorority with $318.00, and Fred

NOW!

BUCCANEER

Ends Saturday
EXCLUSIVE
ROADSHOW

IF YOU WANT TO KNOW
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ROBERT GRAY, new chief justice of the Student Court, takes
the oath of office from Student Association President Chuck
Kelhoffer at the regular Senate meeting Tuesday. Gray is a
senior majoring in drama. In a Student Association meeting
that followed Senate, food prices at Eastern were discussed.

Civilizations Conference
Gets Underway Tonight
An inter-disciplinary conference centered around the
comparison of civilizations
begins tonight at Eastern.
Eastern President Robert ,R.
Martin will welcome the
professors visiting the campus
at 6:50 in the Ferrell Room of
the Combs Building.
Through Saturday afternoon
the scholars will deliver a series
of papers and review them. A
paper tonight at 7:30 in Ferrell
to be presented by Robert
Swierenga will deal with
"Computers and Comparative
History."
The conference is cosponsored by the department of
social science and the In-

Adults
Only

mvm
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at LSU attempted to do this
same thing, and they took it to
the Supreme Court and lost."
In response to a letter which
the
Student
Association
recently sent to President
Martin concerning theraising of
food prices in the grill,
Neil
Donaldson. Vice President of
Business Affairs, addressed the
meeting.
The Board of Regents
determined that they must raise
prices to meet increases in food
and labor costs. Donaldson said
that the foood services program
must operate on a profit basis
because when bonds are sold on
buildings, the university
pledges all profit forom food
toward these buildings.
Six prices were asked about in
the letter and Mr. Donaldson
spoke on the first three, hamburgers, cheeseburgers, and
chili with no problem whatsoever. The basic ingredients of
these three is the same-ground
beef.
^Western pays 52 cents a pound
for soybean patties with cereal
added. Donaldson said, "We
tried this last year for a few
days and we got so many
complaints that we had to stop
it." Now we use pure ground
beef which costs the university
72 cents a pound; thus justifying
the rise in price.
The fourth item was the the
Bacon and Tomato sandwich.
Mr. Donaldson pointed out that
Eastern uses three sliced on
bacon compared to Western's
two, but stated labor was the
main reason of price increase in
this case.
The price of coffee at Western
is 10 cents a cup . however,
according to Mr. Donaldson,
"every time yo sell a cup of
coffee for 10 cents, you lose
money."
Mr. Donaldson then began
listing prices of theirs which
were higher than ours such as
donuts-here they are 2 for 15
cents and at Western they are 10
cents each. Our breakfast
special is 39 cents and theirs is
70 cents.

•
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Managing Kditor
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ternational Society for the
Comparative
Study
of
Civilizations. This regional
conference is the first ever held
by the American Chapter of the
society
Approximately 60 papers will
be presented by those attending
from the eight-state area.
Coordinators of the program
are Dr. Cecil Orchard and Dr.
Joseph Biesinger of the EKU
social science and history
department.
A paper expected to be met
with much discussion will be
presented by Randolph Yeager
during the 8:30-11:30 a.m.
session on Friday. The topic is
the "Comparison of English,
American, French, Russian and
Hippie Revolutions.".
"Civilization vs. Urbanism"
is the title of a paper also to be
presented Friday morning by
B.K. Swartz, Jr.
The Conference banquet on
Friday evening will feature an
address by noted Princeton
University professor Dr. Cyril
E. Black. He will speak on the
subject: "Comparison of
Modernization in Russia and
Japan".
At the Saturday morning
session in the Herndon Lounge
"A Model for Teaching
Civilizations in Universities"
will be reviewed by the convocation after its presentation
by William Cross.

(Editor's Note; This article to
the opinion of the writer who
served as a Legislative Intern
in Frankfort during the 1972
session of the Kentucky General
Assembly.)
This is a time when young
people would much rather be
learning by doing rather than
reading about, and when youth
are begging to be a part of "the
system". The Frankfort Intern
Program affords us the opportunity for both.
The people in Frankfort
seriously want to tap the college
market for youthful energy and
imagination. They feel we have
something to offer, and they've
got a Tot to offer us.
In the next few weeks 15
college students in the state will
be chosen to spend seven
months in Frankfort for a $324
monthly stipend and 15-18 hours
of academic credit. It sounds
like a good deal because it is a
good deal.
One administrative intern
developed a new concept for the
Mental Health Department.
Another made studies for the
Attorney General. Still another
was a writer for the Department of Public Information. If
you're an intern, you'll do more
than answer the telephone.
It's a big time affair. They
won't let the interns off like the
professors
back
home
sometimes do. An intern can't
get involved in a conversation

_
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Applications
are
now
available for students interested in becoming an Administrative Intern with
Kentucky state government.
They can be obtained in office
312 of the Wallace Building.
Coordinator of the intern
program for Eastern is Dr.
Robert
Kline,
assistant
professor of political science.
Dr. Kline is available to counsel
students on the intern program.
Eastern must submit all
applications to the Department
of Personnel in Frankfort on
Nov. 1. All applications mut be
turned in to Dr. Kline prior to
that date.
Interns are treated with
respect and they perform
respectfully. And they learn in
weeks what they could have
spent years just reading about.
The program begins Feb. 1
and ends Aug. 20. The quality
work an intern-does on the job
later becomes a grade for a
three-hour course. Nine hours
of course work in Frankfort are
divided among a look at the

$

Trip To England Planned
proximately 22 days and will
begin with a two-day stop in
London.
From there, the group will
tour the Western portion of
England visiting Oxford next.
At Strafford, the group will see
a play at the Royal Shakespeare
Theatre and from there travel
into the lake country of
England.
Although the plans are not
fully established, semi-trips are
planned into both Wales and
Scotland. After, this, the tour
will backtrack down the eastern
side of England, stopping at
Cambridge and then on to
London for a few more days
before departing for home.
Students will be given enough
time at each stop for leisure and
personal enjoyment rather than
sightseeing as a tourist group.

An independent study tour of
England is being planned by Dr.
Robert Burkhart, Professor of
English at Eastern. The tour,
which will be taken during the
spring intersession period, is
open to any student whocan use
elective credit in English.
The tour will be equivalent to
ENG 349 - Independent Study
for under-graduate students
and ENG 690 - Special Studies
for graduate students.
According to Dr. Burkhart,
"The trip can not fulfill
requirements for any specific
course." However, it can be
used by anyone as an elective.
Dr. Burkhart, who has
previously traveled in England,
will accompany the touring
group which will depart from
Pittsburg about the third week
of May. The trip will last ap-
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The emphasis during the tour
will be on the literary
significance of places. A smafl
amount of academic work will
be involved in the form o(
discussion of literary topics as
they travel.
Dr. Burkharf
stressed that "this is a stwty
tour, not just a tour."
This is the second attempt to
begin a study tour of England.
Last year, plans were made but^
collapsed because of lack of
money.
Dr. Burkhart expressed that "We had the in-'
terested students, but not
enough interested students with
money."
Approximate cost of the trip
last year was 750-800 dollars,
which included everything
except personal spending
money for the students.
Dr. Burkhart further stated,
"All plans are tentative, based
on enough student participation
for the University to sanction it
as a course." A certain number
of students must join the tour in
order for it to become a.
registered course on campus:
n
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Shoes

SAVE TO 75%
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AMD
WHITE
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unit iKoir
cot-nn the
agencies
their set-up,
problems of modern state
government, and state history
and politics.
Those who teach the
courses in Frankfort are topnotch. The seminars are interesting, and tie together
daily on the job experien^
with a strong factual a^d
theoretical background.
Three to six hours are earned
for a research paper to be
turned in to Dr. Robert Klirie,
assistant professor of political
science and Eastern intern
coordinator.
Part of the intern experience
is
simply getting to know Dr.
#
'Kline. He strongly supports the
program. Of the 30 legislative
and administrative interns last
spring, four were from EKUadvisees of Dr. Kline's.
The intern program is a
challenge. A student should
strongly desire to become involved before even con*
sidereing applying for the
Frankfort stint.
For those who do spend a
semester in state government a
lot of myths will prove true
while others will be disclaimed.
A new perspective on the
problems and accomplishments
of government will be formed.
You'll come away with different
ideas, and altered commitments.
And with this unique chance
to see things out there the way
they really are, and a chance to
look also at yourself, it seems,
safe to say you'll be broadened
and enriched by the experience.;

Independent Study Tour

THE
i/Tfiqg]

...

and "cut" work. Jeans" will
pass for field trips and
seminars, but aren't considered
office attire.
But that's not to say that
interning is a regiment, nine-tofive establishment job. It is a
novel experience for a college
student to get credit and salary
for a job that will prove
rewarding in many ways.
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Behind The Scenes

Alumni Association Keeps Grads Informed
agenda of its activities are the
six scholarships awarded by the
Alumni Association to outPerhaps many students are standing students each year.
Students are nominated by
not aware of a small but very
important structure of this members of the Association and
University,
the
Alumni a committee, made up of
Association. The Association, Alumni, convenes during the
headed by Mr. J.W. Thurman, Association's Alumni Day to
is of great help to the University make the final selection. Money
through its function in keeping for the scholarships is donated
in touch with each of its by alumni members. In addition to this, the Association
graduating classes.
The Alumni Association, was one of the primary sponsors
organized here in 1909, is in- of Eastern's Chapel of
strumental in maintaining Meditation, part of which was
records and addresses of paid for by Alumni donations.
The Alumni Association, as
alumni wherever they may be.
Alumni are kept informed of stated in its constitution, "...is
University
activities
in organized to promote the
of the
periodical news letters put out general welfare
University; to create and
by the Alumni Association.
Among the activities sponsored maintain an active interest
by Association are annual among Alumni in extending the
influence of the University; to
Alumni reunions.
This fall, the class of 1965 and provide means of perpetuating
1967 will be reunited for friendships among Alumni; to
Eastern's Homecoming on initiate and supoort activities
October 28. Also included on the which will further the interests
BY DIETER CARLTON
Staff Writer

of the University, its students Association, feels that the
and Alumni; and to aid the Association is important to both
University
in
providing the University and its students.
facilities
to
meet
the
To give added incentive to
educational needs of our both the graduates and future
society."
graduates of this institution, he
To do this, the Alumni remarks. "As this University
Association has organized a grows and grows, and continues
number of chapters in various
locations throughout the nation.
Kentucky alone houses fifteen
Eastern Chapters.
An important note to the
undergraduate students here at
Eastern
is
that,
upon
graduation, they will become
active members of the
Association for one year. They
can continue their active
membership by making annual
contributions to the Association.
If not, they will still be
members of the Association, but
on an inactive status. Active
members are eligible for office
in the Association and are
allowed to vote.
Mr. J.W. "Spider" Thurman,
Director of the Alumni

to prosper in order to rank
higher and higher among
universities throughout the
nation, the degree which the
Alumni have received from
Eastern will become more
meaningful-more important to
them."

Forty EKU Biology Students
Tour Sites Of Strip Mining
BY LOUIE WILL
Staff Writer

Photo by Donald Wallbaum

CLEAN PLATE CLUB members typified the
French Club dinner last week. It must have been
good, judging from the eager eaters and empty

plates. Those french speaking students refused
to sacrafice reality. Their menu even included
the traditional french escargots (snails).

Le Cercle Francais Holds Its
Annual Authentic Banquet
If you had a craving for snails
on Friday, October 13, probably
the only restaurant serving the
cfelicacy was the Kentucky
Utilities Building in downtown
Richmond.
The occasion was the semiannual dinner held by Le Cercle
Francais, Eastern's French
Club. The five course meal was
prepared by some of the
students attending the dinner
and Mrs. Janet Bettler, wife of
l)f. Alan Bettler, French
professor and head of the
language lab.
.The purpose of the $2.50 a
plate dinner is "lo converse in

Some forty Eastern students
toured strip mines in Breathitt
County Saturday under the
direction of Dr. W.H. Martin,
Assistant
Professor
of
Biological Science.
Their purpose was to appraise
the environmental problems
posed by strip mining and to
observe reclamation projects
conducted by the coal companies in the area.
The students were reminded
that the accumulation of
sediments as a result of the
wearing away of land surface
from strip mine operations is
one of the greatest pollutants of
water in eastern Kentucky.

of the water to wash away and
carry downstream its natural
pollutants.
Flooding fan result by
sedimentation.
When the
sediments gather in the
waterbed, the water in the
stream is forced to rise onto its
banks.
The students were told that
another danger of strip mining
is allowing toxic minerals such
as iron to be carried into the
streams. These minerals cause
an acid condition in the water.
Acetic water is rust-colored,
bitter to taste and toxic to many
forms of life. Purification of

Francais. The club now has
approximately thirty members.
The officers of the clubKathie Rogers, President;
Vicky Ayers, Vice-President;
Greg Moore, Secretary; and
Representatives of KenNewspapers will be collected
Karen Kleckner, Treasurer; tucky's Bureau of Reclamation
with the members Of the club, and the Falcon Coal Company every Thursday from dormitory
IBM
have various activities in the showed the students how strip lobbies for recycling.
planning stage.
They are mining takes place. Plant life, cards and cardboard boxes will
hoping to present a French soil and rock must first be also be accepted.
Students who wish to help,
movie and at Christmas plan to removed above the coal seam.
reduce ecological waste should
go carolling at various old
people's homes.
The vegetation of an area be sure their papers get to the
The meeting of the French stops sediments from reaching lobby on, not before or after,
Club is every other week. All streams. Sedimentation in the Thursday afternoon before 4:30.
interested people are welcome water cuts off the light needed
Response to the recycling
to attend.
by underwater plants. Lack of
program
has been good so far.
sunlight stops a plant from
Two
tons
of paper were
producing food for itself and
collected
last
week. It takes 17
other organisms.
trees
to
process
one ton of
The
accumulation
of
newsprint,
so
34
trees
will be
sediments can also damage the
saved
by
the
recycling
of the
carrying capacity of a stream.
two
tons
collected
last
week.
Carrying capacity is the ability

French" stated Kathie Rogers,
President of Le Cercle Francais. She also commented that
the dinner was not a profit
making organization; "the $2.50
just covers the cost of the food."
After the dinner, Dean Ingles
led the fifty people attending the
dinner, in a selection of French
songs. Dean Ingles sponsors the
French Club along with Dr.
Bettler.
All French Club members
were welcome at the dinner and
Miss Rogers extended an invitation to anyone who has an
interest in French or the French
culture to join Le Cercle

Papers Collected
For Recycling

such water is hindered by the
chemical properties of water
mixed with minerals.
Representatives of
the
Kentucky
Bureau
of
Reclamation showed the
students methods of reestablishing plant life on strip
mine areas. They said that
plants must be chosen that can
withstand the hot and dry environment.
The mine operators are
compelled to follow certain
guidelines to insure that this
vegetation is well established.
The plants should cover at least
70 percent of the exposed area.
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A trip to the Barn Dinner
Theatre is planned for Wednesday. Nov. 8. The play will be
IMav it Again, Sam. by Woody
Allen, and the total cost per
person will be $7.85 (for meal,
play, and transportation). All^.
[reservations must be in by
Monday. Oct. 30, to Mary Glass
13073).
Kappa Alpha Theta Wins
Kappa Alpha Theta won the
sorority division of the Beta
Theta Pi football tournament
Sunday afternoon defeating Chi
Omega H-t>.
The score was tied between
I the two teams 6-0 until late in
the second half when Connie
Freking scored on an 80-yard
on for the Thetas. The Thetas •
had previously defeated Alpha
Gamma Delta 16-0. and Chi
Omego had defeated Kappa
Delta 24-0 to gain entry to the
finals.

i

Knglish Honorary Initiation

$50 Reward Offered

Itiii-n Dinner Theatre Trip

Sigma Epsilon chapter of
Sigma Tau Delta English
Honorary will hold its fall
initiation, Sunday, Oct. 22.
Twenty-two undergraduate
English majors or minors will
be initiated at the banquet
slated to begin at 7 p.m. at the
Arlington Country Club.
Also to be initiated is Dr.
Odell Hill, Professor of English.
Dr. Hill will be an honorary
Halloween Movie
initiate of the chapter.
Tau Kappa Epsilon presents"
Membership in Sigma Tau
its first Halloween Movie. Delta is limited to upperclass
"Scream. Scream Again" in English majors or minors with
Brock Auditorium on Oct. 27.
an approximate 3.0 overall
Doors open at 11 p.m. and the point standing and a "B"
show'will start at 11:30 p.m. No average in English courses.
admission charge and open to
the public.
1VCF Meeting

Men's Interdorm Council is
offering a reward of 50 dollars
for any information leading to
the arrest and conviction of any
persons involved in setting off
false fire alarms in the men's
dormitories. The council also
voted to offer the same reward
for information about persons
involved in starting trash chute
fires in the men's dormitories.

College Republicans
The College Republicans will
meet at 7 p.m. Thursday in the
Ferrell Room.

TONY ANTHONY "BLIND MAN"
SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY
PHYLLIS DAVIS
VICTORIA VETRIL
"GROUP MARRIAGE
"SWEET SUGAR"

}

errys

PRIDE-FRIED */CHICKE

ELECTION SPECIALS!
4 pcs. Chicken

2 pcs. Chicken
french fries, cole slaw, roll.

french fries, cole slaw, roll.

Complete Dinner
8 Pc. Snac-Pac® $2.39

Complete Dinner
14 Pc. Pic-Nic-Pac® $3.59

The Inter-Varsity Christian
Fellowship will meet at 7 p.m.
Thursday. Oct. 26. in the
Kennamer Room. Powell
Building.

BURGEROQUEEN
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NIAIH STRUT
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Eastern By-Pass
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'Toppers Peckenpaugh^oubtfid

e Old Rivalry This Saturday

CoionelsAnd Hilltoppers
Hilltoppers hold a 3-2 record as
opposed to Eastern's 4-2.
Calling the plays for the
Hilltoppers
is
returning
Eastern's Colonels will meet
veteran
Leo
Peckenpaugh
who
a strong foe from way back this
was
suprisingly
given
All-OVC
Saturday when they travel to
the L.T. Smith Stadium in honors last year. Leo has a
Bowling Green to battle the reputation of throwing the ball
Hilltoppers of Western This into the air and hoping someone
important OVC game will begin will get under it; however, he
led the team to its second
at 1 p.m.
Whether it is a deciding OVC straight conference title last
match or not, the Eastern- year and is thought of as one of
Western game is always highly the best quarterbacks in
history by his
attended one and emotions are Western's
at their peak. This year the two coaches.
Peckenpaugh was also hurt in
teams are pretty closely
last
week's game and is still
matched. Experience is lacking
suffering
from a severely
on both sides and each has a 2-1
conference record. Overall the sprained ankle. His play is
ItYJOIINNKLSON
Staff Writer

and his playing status
pending for this week.
questionable.
Western's running attack is
In total statistics for this
spearheaded by junior tailback
year.
Western has 944 yards
Clarence Jackson. He holds the
rushing
and 558 yards passing.
OVC single-game rushing
record with the amazing 297
Line Inexperienced
yards which he gained against
Butler. That figure could have
The area in which Western is
been close to 400 yards had two
long gains not been called back most inexperienced is the inon penalties. He leads the team terior line, where there is onry
so far this year with 352 yards in one returner for the offense and
75 attempts for a 4.7 average. one for the defense. Coach
Jimmy Feix is a little worried in'
saying. "That is an awful lot of
Green Also Hurt
experience to lose," but he
Also injured in last week's remains optimistic in hoping
game was freshman cor- that, if the race stays pretty
nerback Rick Green. He too is close, his line will gain valuable
suffering from an ankle injury experience as they go long.

Returning to the offensive line
at guard is 6-foot-2, 210 pound
junior David Nollner. while the
lone returner to the defensive
line is end Brad Watson. Both
players are thought of highly

Heading this list of lettermen is
All-OVC selection and probable
AU-American candidate Bob
Western is returning its entire Morehead. However. Morehead
defensive secondary whih was may not see action this
an outstanding asset last season. Saturday because of a knee
and both have started since
their freshman year.

injury which he suffered in the
Tennessee Tech game last,
week.
Morehead is one of the
best defensive backs Western
has had and he is only a junior.

Eastern, Western Trying To Rebound
For the first time in 16 years
both Eastern Kentucky and
Western Kentucky will be
trying to rebound from defeats
as each team prepares for the
annual Eastern-Western clash
Saturday.
Both squads were upended in
last week's play when Western
lost to Tennessee Tech 30-10 and

Eastern was defeated by by Eastern-Western game.
"This will be a must game for
Central
Michigan
21-14.
Western dropped to 3-2 overall both teams since we each have
and 2-1 in the Ohio Valley one conference loss. We look
Conference, while the EKU for this one to be another good,
Colonels fell to 4-2 on the season clean hard-hitting game betand remained at 2-1 in the OVC. ween the two teams," Kidd
EKU head coach Roy Kidd
believes Saturday's contest will
turn out to be another typical

said.
Once again, a couple of bad
breaks did the Colonels in
against Central Michigan. The
first occurred after CMU had
taken a 7-0 second-quarter lead
(Continued On Page Eight)

Eastern head football coach
Roy Kidd learned Wednesday
that star tailback Alfred
Thompson, the Ohio Valley
Conference leading rusher, may
not be able to play Saturday
against Western Kentucky
because of a knee injury.
Thompson, who had been
averaging 112.7 yards per game
on the ground and had scored
eight touchdowns this season,
was injured in the Central
Michigan game, although he
played the entire contest. He
had rushed for 676 yards in 149
carries.
Split-end Larry Kirksey, one
of the premier pass receivers in
the OVC, was injured in the first
half of the CMU game and will
also
miss the WKU game.

Kirksey had caught 24 passes
for 392 yards and one touchdown, tops in the conference.
"It certainly is a shock when
you go into a game of the importance as this Western game
knowing you will have to play
without nearly 200 yards of your
offense," Kidd said.
Also listed as doubtful starters for the 1 p.m. (C.D.T.)
contest at Bowling Green are
tailback Joe Washington
(bruised ribs) and defensive
tackle
Wally
Chambers
(strained shoulder).

Thompson And Kirksey
May Miss WKU Clash

scoreboardOVC
W L T
0 •
0

TENNESSEE TECH
MOREHEAD
1
EASTERN
1
WESTERN
1
MIDDLE TENNESSEE
2
EAST TENNESSEE
3
AUSTIN PEAY
3
MURRAY
LAST WEEKS OVC" SCORES
Central Michigan 21, Eastern 14
Tennessee Tech 30, Western 10
Middle Tennessee 14, Murray 13
Austin Peay 18, UT Martin 6

ALL
W L T
1
2
2
2
L

is
' *•

PTS OPP
*5
127 81
2
124 133
4
105 62
3
80 58
4
127 87
3
87 105
4
52 113
4
63 79
THIS WEEKS OVC GAMES
Eastern at Western, 1:00 p.m.
Tennessee Tech at Morehead
East Tennessee at Murray
Austin Peay at Middle Tennessee

£^ 20% OFF
fj£kwT\RE STORE
" TROM 6-12 P.M.
TUES.-24TH
ANYTHING 20%

OFF
HOMECOMING
SPECIAL
TUESDAY
THE 24TH
20% OFF
EVERYTHING

~

w»***~
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HBH
by Jim Shepherd

LEO PECKENPAUGH, (10, in white), shown here Firing a pass
in last year's Eastern-Western clash here in Richmond, will be
the main target of Eastern's vaunted pass rush again this
Saturday afternoon when the Colonels and Hilltoppers renew

their old rivalry, in Bowling Green. Peckenpaugh was named
first team All-OVC quarterback last season as he led the Toppers to their second consecutive conference crown.

Invasion Of The West Nears

Olde Kingdoms Clash In Land Of Kent
BY BILL STAPLETON
Staff Writer
Our story opens in the year 805 in the
village of Bowl which is in the kingdom
of the West. In the middle of Bowl
stands the old and creaking castle of
King Jim. For several years King Jim
has been the most feared and powerful
king in the land of Kent. But his forces
have just been conquered by the
knights of the Tech kingdom from the
Land of Tenn.
The scene is King Jim's throne room.
The ceiling and walls both have cracks
running all over them, and King Jim
wears a worried expression.
At this point, Sir Leo, who is King
Jim's bravest and most feared knight,
as well as being the leader of Jim's
forces, enters and addresses the king:
Leo: Sire, our messengers have just
sent word that Roy, King of the East, is
planning to invade us shortly. In the
past few years his forces have been
inferior to yours for he and his knights
have given us little trouble in our
battles. I see no reason to fear his invasion.
Jim: Ah, but Sir Leo, although it is
true that King Roy's domain has been
unstable for a while, he will be sending
some of the most feared knights in the
entire land of Kent (o conquer us.

Leo: But in past battles, I have had
little trouble with these knights and
their troops.
Jim: Yes, but this will be a new battle
and all of King Roy's forces are older
and wiser than in the past.
Leo: Just who are some of these
brave and fearless knights?
Jim: All of Kent is talking of the
exploits of Sir Wallace, the brave and
powerful Black knight. I've heard that
you, Sir Clarence, and Sir John will be
Sir Wallace's main targets throughout
the battle. If he was to capture you, I
would be afraid to think of what might
become of you.
Leo: But Clarence, John, and I are
much faster and quicker than Wallace
and he will never capture us. And
besides, we learned that Sir Wallace
has been wounded in the Battle of Mich
which is to the North of here. Many of
King Roy's forces were also injured in
the battle which the knights from the
land of Mich won.
Jim: Ah, but Sir Leo; Just as the
cougar is more dangerous when it is
wounded, so will be King Roy's forces.
And besides, a wounded Sir Wallace is
still more powerful than an ordinary
knight who is healthy. And don't underestimate his quickness and fleetness
of foot, Leo. Sir Wallace is one of the

fastest big knights, even in his armor,
that I have ever seen.
Leo: But who else will King Roy send
to try and conquer us?
Jim: We will be confronted by
another great warrior and fighter - the
fearless Sir Alfred.
Leo: But I have never heard of him.
Jim: That is because he has taken the
place of the great Sir Jimmy, who was
lost in battle. In past skirmishes, we
were more concerned with Sir Jimmy
than Alfred because we believed that he
was the greater and more noble of the
two. But since Sir Jimmy was lost in
battle, Sir Alfred has become the most
feared.
Leo: I rejoice at least that Sir Jimmy
will not be fighting against us in the
upcoming battle.
J
Jim: But Leo, from what I Kape
gathered, Alfred may §ven be more
powerful and dangerous than Sir
Jimmy ever was. But beware Leo, and
don't center your entire forces' attention on Sir Alfred. For if you do, the
noble but unheralded Sir Joe will sneak
around behind your defensive lines and
destroy and kill many of your knights.
Leo: (Beginning to show worry) Who
will be leading King Roy's Knights in
the upcoming battle?
Jim: Roy has chosen young Sir Jeff of

Our College Insurance
Plan offers more

Beat
Western

Carthy to command his forces. He is
very young and has not yet proven
himself in battle as has Wallace and
Alfred.
But he will improv^ his
fightning skills as time goes by/'Some
day he may become the most feared
knight in the land of Kent. «
Leo: Suppose young Sir Jeff falls in
battle. Who will take his place?
Jim: Sir Harold is next in line for the
high position. It was thought, in fact,
that Sir Harold would become the
leader of Roy's army. But he fell in
battle and Sir Jeff has since led the
troops.
Leo: Who will Sir Jeff mostly be
commanding?
Jim: Sir Jeff will be battling very
closely with Sir Lawrence the Fleet.
Lawrence is very fleet of foot and
battles very bravely when he is
surrounded by a crowd of enemy
knights. But Sir Lawrence was also
wounded in the Battle of Mich, and it is
not yet known how badly he is injured.
But if he does do battle with us, and if
Sir Jeff can reach him, our whole
defense could" be crushed.
Leo: What if we decide to take the
initiative and charge? Who does King
Roy have who could stop us?
Jim: Roy has two very daring and
reckless knights who could stop our
■ advance. They are Sir Richard and Sir
James. Sir Richard was, in fact, the
most courageous knight and stopped
more enemy advances when the
Kingdom of The East invaded and
conquered the weak Kingdom qf
Austin.
(Continued On Page Eight)
TONITE AT 6:10-7:40-9:05
7:40-9:05

Benefits.. • and service in
every state after you have graduated
Military service, a career, family and
possibly extensive travel await you after
graduation.

American General
LIFE INSLRfe COMPANY
'•»" &

You need the broad coverage offered by
•American General's College Insurance
Plan—and you need the service to go
with it. You'll find an American General
office always conveniently close in each
of the 50 states and in many foreign
countries. Ask your campus representative today about American General s tull
coverage and full service.

' '•* ''ycall thit^irnfiui^PI^^'^^ |«W

■
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290 S. 2ND ST. • 1 Block From Campus
FREE PARKING IN REAR

"BUZZ"
JANSEN

IMIAMIJICMO.

PHIL
RUCHKA

STEVE
HARBIN

211 CERI LANE SJIITI A
■-

GARDNER

DAVID
WILLIAMS

TERRY
GRIMES

623-8804 623-SS07

He's X rated and animated!
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Important Meeting Tomorrow

urk's
orner

Football Playoffs Draw Near

BY JIM KURK
Progress Sports Editor

BY RON MESSA
Staff Writer

It's Been Four Years
A lot of things have happened since 1968.
Think back on all the fabulous, notable events
that have taken place over the past four years ~
men landing on the moon, the Mets winning the
World Series, the opening of Eastern's new student
center, EKU winning the OVC in basketball...
One thing hasn't happened since 1968, though.
Eastern hasn't beaten Western on the gridiron, and
this will surely be on the minds of Coach Kidd and
his troops as they take on the Toppers this Saturday
in another renewal of Kentucky's oldest and best
college football rivalry.
Only once in the three meetings since '68 - the
year of the Colonels' last OVC crown - has Eastern
made a serious challenge to knock off the Toppers,
conference champs the past two years. That was in
1969, in a fantastic battle here that Western pulled
out in the final minutes before a huge crowd in then
partially finished Hanger Stadium.
The past two games the scores were fairly close 19-7 and 16-7 - but the Colonels never could get their
offense untracked in either game, especially last
year when the defense dominated everything. This
time it might be different.
The Colonels have moved the ball consistently
the last two games, even though they lost to Central
Michigan, and quarterback Jeff McCarthy has
been improving his passing every game. McCarthy
hit a good percentage against Central Michigan
and the line provided enough holes for Alfred
Thompson to have another 100 yard-plus game.
The Chippewas are playing a major conference
schedule this year in the Mid-American Conference, too.
All the ingredients are there again for another
typical, hard hitting game. Western will be
showing up with their fast scatbacks as usual, the
Colonels with their tough defense as usual, and the
game will be an important one in the OVC race as
usual.
Let's hope the score turns out a little different
this time.

Golfers Place Fourth
In Tech Tourney
Eastern's golf squad placed
fourth in the Tennessee Tech
Intercollegiate Golf Tournament held last Friday and
Saturday at Cookeville, Tennessee. The Colonel linksmen
posted a total score of 746,
finishing behind Middle Tennessee, which won the tourney
with a 731 mark, and East
Tennessee and U of K which tied
for second at 744.
Other final team scores were
the University of Tennessee
■753; Furman and Murray, 755
each; Morehead759; Tennessee
Tech Gold team 760; Western
770; Tennessee Tech Purple
team 772; UT at Chattanooga
781; and Carson Newman 803.
Freshman Dave Ryan had the

best score among Eastern's,
participants as he finished with
a total of 145., Other ^wesfor
Eastern were Tom Scott, 147,
Dan Bogden and Dennis Riley
(both freshmen) 150 each, and
Robert Holloway 154.
"Our freshman golfers were
very
impressive,"
noted
Eastern golf Coach Glenn
Presnell after the tourney.
This tournament concluded
the fall schedule for the golf
team.

As playoff time draws near
six undefeated independent flag
football teams still remain.
Oddly enough, four of the teams
•are playing each other this
week.
The key battles match ODT
(6-0) against the Tomatoes (5-0)
tonight at 5 p.m., and OKNY (60) against the Beefaronies (5-0)
on Friday. All four of these
teams should go into the
playoffs, which start Monday,
along with Barries (6-0), JCAC
(6-1), Stringbeans (4-0), and
FOG (4-1). In the fraternity
division Phi Delta Theta seems
to have things under control.
With intramural swimming
results now tallied. Delta
Upsilon has taken all the
Photo by Donald Wallbaum
marbles, including fraternity
and university division champs.
Roberts (61) dropping Western quarterback Leo Runners up in the fraternity
Peckenpaugh for a loss in last year's game here division were Sigma Chi, Phi
in Richmond. Both Roberts and Peckenpaugh Delta Theta, and Theta Chi.
will be back again this time.
Independent honors went to
FOG, followed by Barries and
Tribe.
In table tennis doubles,
university champions are Dick

He wants the big
things in
your life to
oe happy

Crunch!
EASTERN FANS will be hoping to see plenty of
scenes like this Saturday afternoon when the
Colonels and Hilltoppers collide on the gridiron
once again. That's Colonel linebacker Stan

Mitchell, Argabright Back

.

Cagers Begin Title Defense
Coach Guy Strong and his
Eastern Colonels started
preparation for defense of their
Ohio Valley Conference cochampionship last Monday
when he welcomed 12 varsity
and six freshman candidates to
the beginning of basketball
drills.
,
The players and coaches met
the press Thursday evening for
film, interview and picturetaking sessions.
Strong culminated five years
of raising his team to the top of
the heap in the OVC standings
last season when EKU finished
as co-champions, along with
Western
Kentucky
and
Morehead State
Eastern won the three-team
playoff and was able to
represent the OVC in the NCAA
Tournment. The Colonels lost
an 83-81 squeaker to eventual
NCAA runnerup Florida State
in the first round of 4he MidEast Regional Tournament at
Knoxville, Tenn.
In his first three seasons at
Eastern, the Colonels finished
sixth, fourth and third,
respectively. Two years ago
they were able to tie Murray
State for second place and last
yeaF rocketed to the top.
The Colonels compiled a 15-11
overall and 9-5 conference mark
last season against some of the
roughest competition in the
nation. Eastern played five of
the top 25 teams in the country
last season and have scheduled
some formidable opponents for
the '72-73 seasons.

In a compilation made of
schedules of teams across the
nation. The Basketball News, a
national magazine, rated
Eastern's schedule as the
toughest among the OVC
schools.
This season Eastern has
scheduled the 1971-72 Big Eight
Champion (Kansas State), the
runnerup to UCLA in the NCAA
Tournament (Florida State)
and an NIT representative
(Oral Roberts in the ORU
Classic).
Also carded are
Dayton, Marshall, Virginia
Tech, Virginia Commonwealth,
Centre and the always-tough 14game conference schedule.
Defending their share of the
OVC crown could become quite
a task for Strong's Colonels,
returning but two starters from
last season's team.

LYNN R. JOHNSON
1750 Alexandria Drive
a/c 606 Phone 277-6161
Lexington, Kentucky

Southwestern Life
LIFE •

HEALTH

•

ANNUITIES

^

UNDERSTANDING COUroVMINM^

I

highest in the classic.
The other returning starter is
6-11 pivotman Dan Argabright.
The senior from Anderson, Ind.,
was one of the leading percentage shooters from the field
for Eastern last season with his
.523 field goal percentage. He
averaged 10.8 points and 8.4
rebounds last year.
Robert Brooks and Rick
Stansel, both 6-5 juniors, will be
the top candidates for the
vacated forward slots.
The
Kentucky high schools' "Mr.
Basketball" of 1970, Brooks
played in every game last
season, averaging 6.8 points and
4.8 rebounds.
Wade Upchurch, a 6-0 senior
from Monticello, and Bobby
Newell, a 6-3 junior from
Winchester, round out the
returning lettermen.

volleyball must have a
representative present. The
meeting will be under the
direction of Wayne Jennings in
Begley 156.
Deadline dates: October 20.
Volleyball: October 27. Handball doubles: November 3, Coed paddleball.

Damiron and,Bill Gearhart of
the Truckers. Runners-up and
fraternity champions are Jim
Dingus and Bill Wilson of Sigma
Chi.
An all-important managers*
meeting is scheduled for 4 p.m.
tomorrow. All organizations
wishing to participate in

i
i
i _.

Your roommate throw your last
brown apple out. And you can't find
those animal crackers you stuffed
under your bed last month. And the
glutton across the hall decided to
finish off your entire pack of
Halloween candy.
That's why I'm here. Me, a very
understanding coupon.
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extra-saucy kind
from
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Mitchell Returns
Charles Mitchell, a 6-3 senior
from Louisville, heads a list of
six returning lettermen. Mitchell, the eighth all-time
leading scorer in Eastern
history with 988 points,
averaged 22.7 points and 8.3
rebounds last season. Strong
has indicated that Mitchell, an
All-OVC forward, will more
than likely be moved to guard
this season.
Mitchell led EKU to the AllCollege Tournament championship last season and was
voted Most Valuable Player in
that tourney. He had a threegame total of 79 points, second

"Che
6%nter<5$>oard
Presents
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rjgomecoming

Treat'em to a free
McDonald's soft drink!

MOTION PICTURE
ATTRACTIONS
II1RAM BROCK
AUDITORIUM
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October I v through 21
Thursday through Saturday

MARY, QUEEN
OF SCOTS
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(GP) Historical
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Vaiessa Redgrave,
Glenda Jackson,
Patrick McGoohan,
Trevor Howard,
Timothy Dalton

e

THE RED TENT
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H0MLC0MING CANDIDATES TO BE TRBEWED AT 7-'30
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October 23, 24, 25, 26
Monday, Tuesday,
"Wednesday, Thursday
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Arctic Adventure
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5sa» Cwnery,
Peter Finch,
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Selected Short Subjects
AH Programs
I Ticket Office Open* 7130 P.M.
Show Starts!:00 P.M.
Admission 7Sc
Children ( Under 12) 50c
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McDonald1*'Halloween Treat Certificates cost you^qnly a^cKel^acn^*»>
But, the kids can turn them in at any participating McDonald's for any
■regular size soft drink. Make sure you'have enough ojr hand. Pick ^
them up at McDonald's in convenient uouha o. —..-,.
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Baseballers Meet Morehead Today

Harriers Finish Third
In WKU Invitational
BY JIM SHEPHERD
Staff Writer
Eastern's cross country
squad finished third in a field of
eight teams in a meet held last
Saturday at Western Kentucky
University. Murray State won
the meet with a score of 42,
followed by Western Kentucky
with a 62, Eastern with a 67, and
Morehead' with a 76 for the
second, third, and fourth place
finishes respectively. This was
Eastern's final away meet
before the Ohio Valley Conference championships..
Eastern's best finish was
turned in by Tom Findley, who
placed third behind Western's
Mick Rose. Rose's time for the
six mile course was 27 minutes,
52.1 seconds.
The team finishes were as
follows: Murray State, first;
Western, second; Eastern,
third;
Morehead,, fourth;

Cumberland, fifth; Austin
Peay, sixth; Tennessee Tech,
seventh; and the University of
Louisville, incomplete.
Eastern's other finishers
were Bob Moffett, 13th place;
Bill Samson, 16th place; Randy
Chadwell, 17th place; Dan
Maloney, 18th place; Jerry
Young, 20th place; Lee Gordon,
28th.
"We were grouped well, but
too far back," was the comment
of Coach Art Harvey, on the
finish of the EKU runners
among the more than 70 competitors.
It is still felt that Eastern has
a good shot at a high finish in
the OVC championships as the
second through fifth place spots
are, in the words of Coach
Harvey, still "extremely tight."
Eastern's team is now
preparing for the Championships to be held November 4
at Johnson City, Tennessee^

fUMDWVL #0RLD 0F *S*/ty
UNIVERSITY SHOPPING CENTER
Richioiri, Keiticky
Shop 11-9 Mon. thru Fri.; 10-9 Sat.

EASTERN'S TOM Findley (third from left)
finished third in the Western Kentucky
Invitational cross country meet held last
Saturday in Bowling Green, pacing the Colonel

Dam
CUT YOURSELF A
BIG CHUNK OF

BYPATWIL8QN
Staff Writer
Ray Neumcisier would have
to be considered a very good pitcher. Why? His record is 1-3
isn't it? That's not very good.
But, Ray's ERA is .096. He has
allowed only three earned runs
in 28 innings. He has not been
taken out for relief pitcher,
pitched four complete games,
and struck out 17 batters.
EKU's baseball Colonels
played four games last week
and lost three of them to drop
their season record to 7-8. The
three games they lost were all
by one run, though, as the
Colonels had excellent pitching. Ironically, the one game
they won was high scoring (6-3).
Last Wednesday, Eastern
split a doubleheader with
Photo by Jim Shepherd
Cumberland in Williamsburg.
The first game went to Eastern
harriers to a third place showing in the overall 6-3. Ken Blewitt went 3-3, Dave
team standings. The squad will host Cumberland Theiler went 2-4 and Tim
College in its last home meet this Saturday Williams 2-3 with two RBI's to
morning at Arlington.
lead the Colonels attack.
Barry Mantel (a soph) picked
[ up the win for his first collegiate
■ victory. In the second game the
• Colonels got only five hits and
I lost 4-3. In their rivalry with
| Cumberland this fall the
I Colonels went 3-1.
Saturday, Eastern traveled
to Johnson City for a
doubleheader with conference
foe East Tennessee State.
Howie Roesch pitched the first
game, gave up three hits and
one
earned run, but lost
ilS__
•"•"■ 1-0.
- — M.
—

SUE

m

Smith and J. Ferrell of East
Tenn. hit back-to-back doubles
in the bottom of the seventh
inning to take the game. Ken
Blewitt had a double and a
single for Eastern's only offensive showing.
In the second game,
Neumeister was a victim of fate
again. This time Ray pitched a
four-hitter and gave up no
earned runs, but Eastern also
got only four hits and lost 2-1.
ETSU scored one run as an
error and the other on a double
play. Eastern.s run came on
Dave Theiler.s third home run

(Continued From Page Six)
when the ensuing kickoff went
into the wind and dropped to the
ground untouched. Central
Michigan recovered on the EKU
20-yard line and scored its
second touchdown four plays
later.

Starting the second half,
Junior Hardin's kickoff slid off
the side of his foot and went out
of bounds at the CMU 49-yard
line. This gave the Chippewas
good field position and they
scored their final touchdown on
a 24-yard pass with only four
plays elapsed in the second half.
Kidd .was pleased with the
way his team battled back twice
from 14-point deficits but
thought it should have had more
points on the board.
"We
scoring
--- missed several
-^~
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powerful and feared king in Kent. Roy
reached that height several years ago,
but he soon lost it and has longed for it
ever since. He doesn't intend to lose it
now and neither do I. It should be an
incredible and tense battle with neither
side completely dominating the other.
So, Noble Leo, go now and warn your
fellow knights of the upcoming battle,
and make ready your strategy, for it
will be a long and hard struggle.
As Sir Leo departs, King Jim stares
in solemn concentration, his face still
showing strain and worry. The scene
fades.
♦:

GET THE LATEST IN FASHIONS

USE'EM JUST LIKE MONEY

opportunities early in the game
which hurt our momentum. But
we showed a lot of courage and
poise coming back like that,"
Kidd said. 'Those were two of
the finest long scoring drives
that we have had all season (one
covered 73 yards in 16 plays and
the other went 80 yards in 15
plays)."
EKU's Alfred Thompson
rushed for more than 100 yards
for the fourth time this year.
The 6-0 junior tailback from
Owensboro collected 125 yards
in 31 carries and scored touchdowns on runs of one and nine
yards.
He now heads OVC rushers
with 676 yards in 149 carries and
eight touchdowns. His 112.7
per-game-average tops conference rushing
statistics.
.•••••.-••.•.••-.•••••••••

King Jim Fears Invasion
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W|TH BRITTS DISCOUNT COUPONS-GOOD THROUGH OCTOBER 31

Today the Colonels host
Morehead in a doubleheader
starting at 1:30. These are the
last games of the fall season.
Roesch and Neumeister are
scheduled to start. The first
game will be broadcast by
WEKY radio.

Chippewas Clip Colonels

(Continued From Page Six)
Leo: If King Roy has so many brave
knights, why have they not challenged
us in the past several battles?
Jim: I do not know, brave Sir Leo.
But it is certain that we must forget our
past glories and triumphs over King
Roy, for they will mean not a thing.
Roy's brave knights will be fighting as
they have never fought before for the
honor and glory ofThe East. And King
Roy knows that if he fails now, many of
the villagers of Rich, where hiscastleis
located, might rise in revolt. Whoever
wins this battle could become the most

SAVE AN ADDITIONAL $80.00

of the season. Theiler had six
last spring and one his freshman year, so the junior from
Louisville had 10 career home
runs.
Eastern's pitching has been
excellent, only giving up 25
earned runs in 102 innings.
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Uses Self-Analysis

Blind Student Continues "Adjusting"
BY IH'TSKY BKI.I.
Feature Kditor
John Milton once said: "It is
not miserable to be blind: it is
miserable to be incapable of
enduring blindness." If this is
true then Marvin "Sandy"
Posey knows no misery.
Sandy.
a
freshman
rehabilitation major from
Memphis, Tennessee has been
blind for two years. And as he
put it "I'm still adjusting."
Sandy's blindness results from
a blow on the head with a metal
pipe.
He explained, "I was hitch
hiking outside Memphis and
four guys in a car picked me up.

what I had to go through. They
felt totally helpless." He also
said that he experienced
overprotection from his family.
"My mother was overprotective
to a degree. But we talked
things out and they improved."
Self confidence is lost for a
while according to Sandy.
Sandy said that he went through
a lot of self-analysis. "I found
out alot of things about myself
that I didn't like." "I think the
most important thing is acceptance, that has to come
first."
Sandy said that after awhile
"you develope a sense of
humor." "Every day you have
to explore, you fall down and
you get back up and you fall
down alot." Everyone has his
own experience to go through
and you just have to find out
about yourself." I'm still adjusting but it is not as much of a
turfgrass weeds and chemical, hassel as it used to be. He excontrol measures.
plained that "sometimes it is a
Dr. Howard Dearwer of the drag." "You always have little
Northrup King Seed Co. talked fits of depression but you have
about future trends in the
turfgrass seed industry.
to remember that other things
are so much more important."
Sandy explained that he found
alot of things more important.
"I was caught up in doing things
for myself, but I lost some
(Continued From Page One) values of material wants." I
just let the material things go "
graduate education
and Sandy was a business major
research in criminal justice.
The report further indicated
that Eastern should abandon its
leadership role in the law enforcement field. The study
recommended that the center
be built in Louisville, rather
than Richmond.
Governor Ford concluded his
speech by saying that "one of
our basic desires is family
security. Unfortunately, as the
world becomes more crowded,
safety of property and person
becomes more and more an
elusive threat to the decency
and quiet life we all seek.
Perhaps the answers to many
of our lingering problems of law
enforcement and traffic safety
will come out of this facility."

They were younger than me.
They wanted money and we had
words then they starting
fighting with me and one of
them hit me with a metal pipe,
which caused a hemorhage."
The months that followed
were spent in rehabilitation
centers learning how to adjust
to everyday living. Posey said
that the first month he experienced self pity. "I had my
own identity crisis. I knew who
I was before I was blind but then
I had to find myself all over
again." There were periods as
Sandy explains of rejection "of
God, family and friends."
Sandy said that "it was
harder for my parents to accept

Grass Conference Held
Eastern was host to the 1st
Annual Turfgrass Field Day
and Conference. This event,
held at Arlington Golf Course
and EKU, was two days of
seminars, tours, and displays
organized to promote the
significance of the Turgrrass
Industry of Kentucky.

LEN

The Turfgrass field day, held
on October 10th, included tours
of EKU and Richmond local
agricultural facilities, turf
variety plots, experimental
trails, and the athletics fields.
The tours were followed by an
equipment exhibition and
demonstration at the Arlington
Golf Course. The Equipment
ranged from full sized mowing
tractors to trimmers and
edgers. Bun ton and Seed, Jack
Dayton and Son, Ky-Inna Turf
Supply, Dixie Irrigation, and
Kirchdorfer Irrigation, were
among
the
companies
representedat Arlington.
Also included in the day's
activities, was a tour of the new
mine hole addition to the
Arlington Golf Course.
On October 11, a conference
Photo by Donald Wallbaum
was held in the Powell Building
to discuss the Turfgrass
Industry, its maintenance"
problems, and solutions. There
SUPERMAN LIVES AGAIN on the Eastern Planet-he doesn't even work for the Progress. were a number of speakers at
campus. Clad in tights with a red bath towel for a But with his imagination, he could liven up a the conference. Among them
cape, Tom Knight, a sophomore from Pleasure newspaper. His position? We might suggest he were Dr. Hayden Watkins of the
Ridge Park, enjoys his gag when the weather is start out as a fashion editor. Knight said he dons University of Kentucky who
spoke on the general Turfgrass
warm. Knight isn't a reporter for the Daily the attire just to see how people will react.
Industry.
The Progress regrets that last I
Dr. A.J. Powell of the
Virginia Polytechnical Institute week's picture page of prespoke on turfgrass production candidates for Homecoming
and management in the tran- Queen turned out as it did. Due
sition zone. Dr. A.S. Williams of to mechanical problems at the
U.K. discussed turfgrass printer, most of the pictures
diseases and their diagnosis. were unintelligible. Corrected
"Orten, the EKU ark inhabited by students of art, a
A small panelled room in the
Dr. Amos Tagett of Murray sheets were distributed later
department
would
trade
prime
factor
in
the
education
of
Fitzpatrick Building served as
State University discussed the and used at the ballot boxes.
exhibitions
with
other
colleges,
these
students.
The Progress also wishes to
Ihe temporary home of
problems and needs ot turfgrass
The
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1971,
Ron
Since then the gallery has
shifted its' home to the Cam- Issacs, assistant professor of nation is essentially the same as
mack Building and several art, became chairman of the its function in relation to the
changes have taken place gallery committee and assumed college as a whole, to provide a
the duties as gallery director. share of the cultural amenities,
within the gallery itself.
More transitions are expected With a sizable budget for '72*73 but this funciton generally
to take place in the near future the Gallery Committee is better diminished in force as th
including the establishment of equipped to show a variety of geographic and cultural
boundaries increase.
the gallery's permanent home. art.
The art faculty feels, "such a
According
to
a
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on
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arts
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to
make
available
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also
improve
the
fiber
of the ■
was actually the beginning of a original works of art in an encommunity
at
large
by
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directly
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Daniel Shindelbower. chairman accessible, and annotated."
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to
refine,
to
the
greatest
Jtlar-Tan Optical Inc. ,
The first function, the
of the Art Department.
Telephone 623-4267 — 233 W. Main
Although the first gallery budget statement lists is "that of possible extent . the lives,
efforts
and
senitivities
of
those
bringing
art
into
the
atwasn't until 1967 gallery did
RICHMOND, KENTUCKY 4047«>
mosphere which is daily who come within its compass."
;«n
hold a variety of exhibits.
J. T. PHELPS, President

'It's A Bird, It's A Plane It's...'

before his accident and now as mind.
"I see everything
he puts it. 'I'm in a field where mentally and the pictures are
I can give to other prople." %fantastic. I can go to sleep and
"Alot of people have helped dream and see things but when I
me." Sandy said that he would wake up its different."
like to be a rehabilitation
Being blind does not make
hearing
keener as Sandy excounselor with an agency.
Although Sandy, is blind, he plains. "You just listen so much
admits to having a real ad- more and hear more. Of course,
vantage over those people who you have to listen more." He
were born blind.
"I knew said that walking to class lake?
concepts and what things looked alot of concentration. "I might
like. All I had to learn was have trouble because of
mobility like reading braile, distractions." Sandy said that
typing and walking around." he does have fun with his
Sandy said he sees with his sharpened hearing. "I can sit in
a restaurant and listen to
conversations two or three
tables away."
Although Sandy cannot
visually see, he is capable of
seeing people probably more
deeply than a normal person
Bertel M. Sparks, professor of does. "One beautiful thing is
law at Duke University, will be that now I'm not visually
on campus Wednesday to speak seeing. The physical part of
to pre-law students, in Wallace someone is not important to me.
310 from 2:00 p.m. until all
I see from the inside. Now I'm
questions have been answered. able to look past peoples'
Professor Sparks, an Eastern
clothes and skin color."
Alumnus' will offer information
Studying seems to be more
about Duke Law School in taxing to Sandy, "It talkes alot
particular, but will offer more concentration, I have to
general information pertaining
listen more than ever." When
to other law schools.
Any further information Sandy talked of his loss of sight
about Professor Sparks' talk he said, "I don't have all the
may be obtained from Dr. answers yet. It is a struggle for
Malcom Moore, chairman of the anyone. You just have to be
political science department, yourself and learn to give your
fair share."
(phone 5931).

Law Prof

Speaks Here
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Art Gallery Strives To Provide
Cultural Concepts For Campus

TOL L.V - HO

this Friday and will continue
non stop until their arrival at
Western.
Maddox further commented
that all the members of the
fraternity will participate in the
ride which will wind its way
through Lancaster. Columbia,
and Grascow before climaxing
at Bowling Green.
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Sigma Nu's Carry Ball To Game
Members of Sigma Nu
Fraternity will carry the game
ball to this week's contest
between Eastern and Western
in the fifth annual Sigma Nu
bike ride.
According to Mark Maddox.
Co-ordinator of the fraternity
ride, the 220 mile ride will begin
immediately after the pep rally
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Bikes, Bikes Everywhere ... |

And Nowhere To Park Them
Some said the bicycle craze was
just a fad. But at Eastern, it appears
as if the bikes are here to stay for
awhile. We seem to be getting more
of them all the time.
As the bikes roll in they are soon
chained up. University regulation
prohibits keeping any such mode of
transportation in the room, so the
bikes are being found chained to
fences, trees, or anything sure of
stability.
Last year the bikes became the
focal point of a student government
discussion, there being near
unanimous support for the pur-

chasing of bike racks by the school.
News broke as the year began that
a committee had been formed to
look into the matter and make
suggestions. But no solution has yet
been found. Bikes are still being
tucked away in both obvious and
imaginative spots.
Meanwhile, the bike revolution
rolls on. In the past few days a new
bicycling publication has come into
being. And bike safety is causing
concern. A bike safety survey can be
picked up in room Begley or 130
Alumni Colesium.

Photos by Jim Shepherd
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